OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER OF THE REGALS MOPAR CAR CLUB INC
Issue #3, 2013
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May 2014 President’s Report
Hi all, welcome back to the Torque
Magazine! It’s been a long time coming,
but we’re all glad we are back on track,
and from now on it’s business as usual.
At the time of writing, I’ve just recovered from the Wedding of Club (and
Committee) members George and Cherie
Tatsis. What a great day, and if you know
George you won’t be surprised to know
that there were 7 Mopars in the Groom’s
procession, 5 of them Hardtops of course.
We’ll cover the wedding in the next issue
so look out for that.
Only a few weeks ago we had the inaugural “Mopars Down South” weekend cruise
and car show at Huskisson Beach. I’m sure
everyone that was present will agree that
is was a fantastic event in beautiful surroundings with a real casual atmosphere.
Again, we’ll have a full feature on the
event in the next issue.
I just wanted to take the opportunity
to relay some news from last year’s
Shannon’s Sydney Classic. The Shannon’s
Sydney Classic event which was held in
August has come and gone, and as we’ve
done for the past few years, we purchased
30 tickets for the more historically correct
cars in our club to attend. The event is
always a great day out for the family and
with perfect weather on tap, 2013 was
no different. Around 2,000 classic cars
were in attendance, and Aston Martin
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Let me start with an apology for keeping
you all waiting so long for this issue
of Torque. In the past I’ve been able
to squeeze the magazine production
into my spare time, but spare time
seems to be getting very rare these
days. I have become involved in a new
business venture, and the demands on
my time have been considerable. We
have investigated bringing professionals
in to design the magazine for us, but
unfortunately we have set our standards
so high, the cost would be prohibitive to
do so.
It’s taken some planning, but we are
pretty sure we have settled on a way we
can continue to deliver the magazine in

Sez

celebrated 100 years by having nearly 100
cars on display. As usual we all enjoyed
the vintage bus rides, and cruising out on
the track. This year’s date is already set for
Sunday August the 17th 2014, and we’ll be
there again!
Coinciding with the Shannon’s Sydney
Classic was the raffle of the 1963 AP5 Valiant
(nicknamed Joyce) held by the CMC for
Prostate Cancer Research. The winner of
the AP5 was drawn on the day, and turned
out to be a young Queensland chap
who was right in the middle of buying a
house. He chose to have the Valiant taken
to the St Leonards office of Shannon’s
to have it auctioned and take the cash.
Congratulations to him, as there’s nothing
wrong with that. In hindsight, it’s probably
for the best that a Regals member didn’t
win, considering some of the discussions
overheard about what certain people
would do with it if they won. Some of the
suggestions were as simple as leaving it
stock standard and enjoying it as it is, right
up to entering it in the burnout comp at the
Rumble! In the end, the CMC managed to
raise $25,000 for Prostate research which
is a very commendable effort. The Regals
got behind the raffle in a big way and sold
a heap of tickets. In fact we were awarded
a certificate of appreciation by the Council
of Motor Clubs for our efforts.

is on again in early August. The Chrysler
Wake Run is organised by the Hunter
Valley Chrysler Club at Canton Beach and is
a fantastic weekend away. I’d be surprised
if anyone in our community hasn’t heard
of it by now, but if you’ve never been, do
yourself a favour and head up this year. In
fact you can do yourself an even bigger
favour and head up for the weekend and
come and have a drink with us!
Back to club news again, and Andrew
Pana has agreed to take on the role
of Merchandise Officer for the club.
Merchandise has taken a bit of a back seat
of late, but we will now be offering new
T shirts, Polos and Bomber jackets for all
of our members. We are more than aware
that a lot of our newer members haven’t
had the opportunity to buy/wear club
shirts, so look out for future notification
on how to order.
Just briefly to finish, as part of assisting
with the large costs of producing our
club magazine, we will be opening up
opportunities for our club members to
advertise their businesses in an all new
ad section to commence in the next issue.
All members will be given details on how
to get involved via email and at our club’s
general meetings.
I’ll see you on the road.

One of my favourite events on the calendar

Chris Mede – President

a timely fashion, and still ensure that it
meets our club‘s high quality standards.

We also have a little story on the
restoration work being done on Darren
Gallagher’s Dodge “General Lee” Coronet.
We hope to bring you some more pics
from this restoration in future issues.

It goes without saying that a lot has
happened since our last issue. In April last
year I sat down with club member Andrew
Whitlock and interviewed him for an article
to be included in the Torque magazine
last year. In the meantime, Andrew was
approached by Chrysler Action magazine,
and they ran an article on him too!
Thankfully, we got some brilliant images
from Andrew’s archives, so now you can
see the full story in this issue!
Regals president Chris Mede has
contributed a couple of great stories.
The first is about selling Valiant interiors
on eBay, and the second is about a very
interesting and very rare recreational
vehicle called a Clark Cortez.

And finally we have a small photographic
montage of some of the more memorable
Regals events of the latter half of last year.
We’re hoping to get the next issue to
you a little quicker than usual, to try and
make up for the slow delivery of this
issue. Our next issue will feature the 2013
Mopar Rumble, as well as the inaugural
Mopars Down South from May 2014.
As usual, we are always on the lookout for
material, so if you think you might have
a story worth publishing in our magazine,
please contact us.
Bruce Rayne - Editor
REGALS TORQUE
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“So mate, how much for your Hardtop Pacer front seats?”
Words and pics by Chris Mede
Just recently, one of the “Holy grails”
of rare and sort after Valiant kit was
offered for sale on eBay. I’m talking
about VG Pacer Hardtop front seats.
When talking abou trare items, they
have to rank up there with E31-E34
flip top fuel caps and VG Pacer Track
Pack rims.
For those who are unaware, these
seats seem to be missing on a lot
of the surviving VG Pacer hardtops.
The main reason so I’m told, is that
they used to brake by snapping at
the welds or pivot points. This meant
that they ended up being replaced
by all sorts of seats, whatever was
around at the time it seemed.
VG Pacer hardtop owners who are
not lucky enough to have the original seats in their vehicle are always
on the lookout for these elusive
items. There’s always a story here
and there of a guy who has a pair
but doesn’t want to sell them, or a
tale about a pair that were picked
up on the cheap because the owner
didn’t know what they were. The
truth is that these seats are as rare
as rocking horse shit and almost
never come up for sale to the public.
I know this because I am a VG Pacer
Hardtop owner, and no, my car did
not come with the original seats. I
won’t mention the block, gearbox,
horns and hubcaps either.
So when an example showed up on
eBay recently I was probably one of
many who were watching with eager
anticipation to get an idea of how
much a keen Pacer Hardtop owner
was willing to part with to have their
car one step closer to originality, at
least in the seat department. The pair
of seats on eBay looked to be in good
operational order, but would need
recovering as the centre had been redone in cloth, plus the colour might
be incorrect for the winning bidders
car. I decided that I was willing to
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spend a grand on them. From the
outset I was well aware that a paltry
thousand bucks wasn’t going to win
me the auction, but you have to set
your limit somewhere.
The seller started with an opening

price of $500.00, and after a few days
of watching, and with no bids placed,
the seats suddenly disappeared off
eBay. I immediately assumed that
someone had made him an offer he
couldn’t refuse. Personally, if I was
the seller, I would have seen the

These are the actual seats that were sold on eBay for $2850 on the
20th of May 2013.

auction through to the end, as you
never know how passionate some
people can get over these hard to
find items.
I speak from experience after selling the interior out of my VG 770

hardtop on eBay a few years back.
I had already purchased my new
interior, so I decided to sell the old
one to recoup costs. The auction
was for a pair of VG 770 buckets, the
rear seat, the door cards/trim, the
armrests, the parcel shelf and the

This is the interior out of my VG 770 hardtop that sold on eBay
for $2025 in December 2006.

coffin consol. All in dark blue and
in good condition, ready to install
into your car. I started the auction at
$1.00, as I always do, and the phone
started ringing immediately. “What’s
your buy it now price mate?” or “I
can send a truck over this afternoon,
would you take $800.00?” I also
received offers up to $1200.00, and
thought that if someone offered that
sort of money, they can bid on the
auction and own them. To that end,
I decided to see the auction through.
I’m glad I did, because the final bid
was $2025.00. As it turns out, the
new owner planned to have them
re-upholstered anyway. Strange,
as they were ready to go, but I had
the money in the bank, and the new
owner was very pleased with the
purchase.
Anyway, back to the auction, and the
following day the Pacer seats were
back on eBay with the seller citing an
error in the description as the reason
for the relisting. The description
simply read:
Chrysler Valiant Pacer VF/VG
Bucket Seats
Very rare now, a few marks
consistent with age, foam springs
and sliding channels good.
1 broken floor stud, see pictures.
Pick up and payment within
7 days. Please call to arrange
viewing or ask questions.
Can assist with local delivery.
Nick 0411......
Well this time there were no mistakes. The bids came through thick
and fast, and the final sale price was
$2850. So in conclusion, if someone
asks you what a set of VG Pacer
Hardtop seats are worth, you can
say “Just under $3000”, or tell them
what I say, “Whatever someone is
willing to pay for them!”
REGALS TORQUE
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Two rare coupes
Words and pics by Bruce Rayne

Andrew Whitlock has been a
member of the Regals for a couple of years now, and is probably
best known for his magnificent
purple 1971 CH Chrysler by Chrysler. As beautiful as this car is, after
sitting down with Andrew last
April, I found that his other car, a
red VJ coupe was the real story.
But let me start at the beginning.
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Andrew grew up in a Mopar
household, so even though he
was driving around in an EH
Holden during his teen years,
he was destined to follow in his
father’s footsteps eventually.
When he was in his late teens,
Andrew came across the VJ
coupe. Originally blue, it was
being driven by an AMP insurance
salesman, who was very unhappy

with the car. He was complaining
about gearbox problems, engine
troubles, and a dicky handbrake
which forced him onto level
ground every time he wanted to
park.
Andrew saw the potential and
told the salesman that if he was
ever looking to part company
with the it, to give him a call

REGALS TORQUE
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A very young Andrew Whitlock
breathing new life into the old VJ

The red VJ in its original blue

A couple of old photos taken
soon after the resto was complete

and he would take it off his hands.
Six months later, when the car had run
out of rego, Andrew got the call and after
handing over a whopping $100 to the
insurance salesman, the car was his.
Being a young apprentice, money was
tight, but thankfully the handbrake was
a simple adjustment—as was the gearbox—and the engine just needed a new
lead. Andrew‘s mates thought he was
pretty crazy investing in an old Valiant
rust-bucket, but it was a 318 Regal with
T-bar auto, A/C, power steering and alloy
wheels. Grabbing a V8 Regal for $100 isn‘t
a bad buy, no matter what state it‘s in!
After cruising in his “new” wheels for
around 6 months, Andrew decided it
was time to start a complete resto. But on
apprentice‘s wages, he knew it was going
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to take a while. He went to all the local
swap meets, picking up replacement parts
where he could, as well as slowly teaching
himself the skills he needed to restore the
car. Apart from the engine rebuild and
the help of his boiler-maker buddy for the
occasional welding job, Andrew did pretty
much everything himself, including the
spray painting.
Andrew is the first to point out any flaws
in his work, but the fact remains he did an
incredible job for a young do-it-yourselfer,
even if it did take him nearly 7 years! There
were a few problems along the way (such
as running out of vinyl for the door trim,
and having to buy a different colour and
spray it to match) but all in all the end
result is a real head-turner, and for all the
right reasons.

REGALS TORQUE
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Fast forward a few years to the mid 90s,
and we begin the restoration of the CH
Chrysler by Chrysler. Andrew had been
planning to own a C by C for quite some
time, and had been collecting various parts
in readiness. Eventually he found a decent
shell and some running gear and the restoration could begin.
The running gear came from a car that
Andrew had regularly observed by the
roadside, and one day while driving that
stretch of road, he noticed the car had
been in an accident, and the body was a
mess. He saw his opportunity and left a
note under the windscreen for the owner.
Andrew made an offer, and the car was his.
When asked of any memorable moments
during the restoration, both Andrew and
his wife Julie agreed that the nest of fleas

that came with the C by C shell would have
to be right up there.
Unlike the VJ resto, Andrew was older and
wiser (and no longer on apprentice wages)
and you can see this in the end result. No
matter what people‘s taste, it seems that
the one thing that unites everyone in the
club, is their love for this car!
Andrew has a few projects in the pipeline,
including a full restoration on a Dodge
Coronet, as well as a complete start-againfrom-stratch restoration of the red VJ, which
will then be handed down to his daughter
to continue the Mopar tradition. When
asked about a timeline for these projects,
he just shrugs his shoulders and says “Do
it when you want to do it. A hobby should
never become a chore.“

Meticulous attention to detail
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Prepped and ready for paint

This small piece of door trim took months
to complete and the upholsterer tried
everything to get out of having to do it!

REGALS TORQUE
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coach. Because of its wide stance and
low profile, the Cortez is also said to have
terrific stability in the wind. The engine
and transmission are held in a cradle, and
the entire drive train on all models can be
removed as one unit.
Clark management had envisioned a
variety of uses for the Cortez. They were
made as mobile offices, classrooms, and
ambulances; and NASA used a Cortez to
shuttle astronauts to the launch pad. The
NASA Cortez still sits in a museum at Cape
Canaveral. Another excellent example of
an alternate use is the Columbus, Ohio,
“Heartmobile” (visit http://heartmobile.
org). The Clark folks also envisioned Cortez
trucks and Cortez travel trailers, but never
produced them.

http://www.thestreetpeep.com

The Clark Cortez
Recreational Vehicle

Words by Chris Mede
photos as credited.

While recently trying to find some information about Slant 6s on the internet, I
came by a curious looking beast. It was a
boxy sixties-style American camper, and
I wondered why it was included in the
Google image search while looking for
information on the old Chrysler 225ci slant.
It turns out that Chrysler’s venerable slant
6 powered a host of different vehicles
and machinery over its long production
life. These engines were purposely built
for industrial or heavy duty applications
and differed from the vast array of slants
that ended up in more familiar production
cars such as Dodge, Plymouth and our
own Valiants. As stated on allpar.com,
“Heavy-duty slant six engines used in
industrial and some truck/bus applications
used a double-row roller timing chain,
chrome-plated upper piston rings, and
other features depending on service duty
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(polyacrylic valve stem seals, positive valve
rotators, stellite-faced exhaust valves, and/
or a high-volume oil pump)”.
Heavy duty spec versions were produced
to power generators and pumps, as well
as trucks, buses, forklifts, and recreational
vehicles and it’s the later two that provided
me with the most interest.
Clark, Yale and Oliver/White were a few
brands of forklift manufacturers that
employed the Chrysler slant 6 to power
some of their forklift range. These motors
almost always ran on LPG, and from the
little bit of reading I did regarding them,
the heavy duty Chrysler slant 6 appeared
to be extremely reliable.
It was one of these forklift manufacturers, The Clark Equipment Company that
decided to venture into the recreational
vehicle (RV) market, and what an interesting beast they produced. The fol-

Clark coaches from 1963-1968 were
powered by a Chrysler 225ci industrial
slant-6 engine. The industrial engine in
the Cortez was different from a standard
slant six because it had a shot-peened
crankshaft, dual row timing chain, Stellite
coated valves, and valve rotators. Also a
special intake manifold was made which
accepted a Carter one-barrel side draught
carburetor. These units were 18.5 feet long
and had passenger and driver doors and a
rear door.
In 1969, Ford engines were introduced;
some models with a straight six cylinder
and some with 302ci V8, but still using
a 4-speed manual transaxle (although a
modified heavy duty version of it, which

http://www.cortezcoach.com

lowing information is taken from www.
cortezcoach.com, a website dedicated to
that creation, and it is well worth a look
sometime.

Hey, what is a Cortez anyway?
A Cortez is a Class-A motor coach made in
the United States between 1963 and 1979.
Only 3211 Cortezes were ever built. The
Clark Equipment Company began making
these small motor homes in 1963 in Battle
Creek Michigan. The units were designed
from the ground up, rather than using an
existing truck chassis. The uni-body type
construction and four wheel independent
suspension gave the Cortez a ride said to
be smoother than a Cadillac.
A four speed manual front wheel drive
transaxle was used in order to eliminate a
driveshaft tunnel that would have reduced
the headroom or raised the height of the

http://www.curbsideclassic.com
REGALS TORQUE
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http://69cortez.blogspot.com.au
may not be interchangeable with earlier
models). The length of the coach grew
by a foot, the floor plan changed and the
passenger door went away.
In 1970, Clark Forklift sold the Motor home
division to Alco-Standard (Kent Industries),
in Kent, Ohio. Some units were apparently
produced in 1970 but were rejected by
the chief inspector. In 1971, the first “Kent”
Cortez’s ready to be sold were produced.
They sported an Oldsmobile Tornado front
wheel drive 3 speed automatic transmission with an Olds 455ci engine. Length
was extended to 21 feet, and a passenger
door was re-introduced. 1971 and 72 models

could be had with either a side or rear door.
In 1975, the company was acquired by 26
owners of Cortez coaches and production continued through 1978 when the
company folded. The last units were
completed by a bank in 1979. Jim Krantz
purchased the tooling, spare parts, and
a few unfinished units around 1980 and
moved operations to Lafayette, La. There,
under the name Cortez Inc., he sold parts,
serviced coaches, and performed drive
train conversions on Clark models using
the Kent drive train. One unit was produced in 1989 and is still in use. Operations
ceased in Lafayette around 1990.

Cortez’s have been used in several films
including: “A Swinging Summer”, “Switching Channels”, “The President's Analyst”,
and “Best Friends”. Some notable who
have owned Cortez’s include Vincent
Price, Steve McQueen, Francis Ford Coppola, cartoonist Bill Mauldin, and New
Mexico artist Peter Hurd. Broadcast journalist Charles Kuralt wrote many of his “on
the Road” segments for CBS news while
traveling in a Cortez. Journalist Kathleen
Mudge travelled the USA with her poodle
“Dutch,” writing travelogues for the Clark
Company, in a 1964 Cortez. She was
known as “Lady Cortez.”

This slant 6 found in Las Cruces New Mexico
is providing the power for a well pump.

http://www.slantsix.org/forum

http://www.purplewave.com

An early 1970s White MY40
forklift powered by an industrial
spec Chrysler 225ci slant 6.
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The industrial spec Chrysler 225ci slant 6 on
propane as found in a White MY40 forklift.

http://www.cortezcoach.com

Kent Industries Cortez

REGALS TORQUE
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GENERAL IMPOSTER

You may not know Regals club member
Darren Gallagher, but chances are you
know his car. His Dodge Coronet in
General Lee livery polarises opinions more
than any car I’ve known. Some people
look at it and appreciate it as a bit of fun,
and others hate it, like it’s an insult to their
very being. Either way, there’s no doubt
that it’s a nice piece of American muscle,
no matter how it’s painted.
There are a few important things to keep
in mind when looking at this car. The first
is that Darren didn’t do the paint work. He
bought it already painted, so if you feel
a need to direct your anger at someone,
Darren isn’t the right person. Secondly,
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most people simply don’t care that it’s not
a Dodge Charger (most non-Mopar people
that is). People wave and cheer as the car
drives by. Some people even ask to have
their photo taken with it! You try and tell
those people that it’s not the right car, and
they couldn’t give a stuff! And last but not
least, the General Lee livery is now a thing
of the past. This car has gone in for a full
resto, and the finished product won’t have
a single confederate flag anywhere.
Restoration is being handled by Al Tunjic
from Al’s Car Restorations (Powdrill Rd,
Prestons, Ph: 0431 375 141). The following
pictures are courtesy of Al and show a few
key moments from the restoration.

REGALS TORQUE
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The repaired right pillar.

Two major rust holes were found in the
right pillar, so a big cut was required.

Stripped to bare metal and all the
rust has been located and cut out.

Both sides were just as bad so each
had to be repaired the same way.

In primer high fill ready for
wet sanding and paint.

The bottom section of the right
fender, full of rust and body filler.

The whole bottom quarter panel was rusted
out so a new section had to be fabricated.

The engine bay, door jams and inside doors after spraying.
This is Al’s own custom colour, called Al's fire orange.

The new fabricated piece tacked
in place ready for welding.

The car in polyester spray putty with a black guide coat
ready for block sanding for the dead straight finish.
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Darren Gallagher is a man of many talents.
Chances are you’ve read some of his
articles in various car magazines, and
some of you may have been unlucky
enough to see his face on TV in the
occasional bank or insurance ad. But
what you may not know is that he’s
also written a book called “Don’t Pull
a Knife in Texas”. It’s a great read, so
grab a copy if you can. It’s available at all
good bookstores (and some of the lousy ones too).
REGALS TORQUE
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REGALS EVENTS

2013
CHRYSLER
WAKE RUN
August 2013
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SHANNON’S
SYDNEY
CLASSIC
August 2013

REGALS
ROLLIN’
RUMBLE
September 2013
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REGALS
CHRISTMAS
PARTY
November 2013

ALL
CHRYSLER
DAY
October 2013
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Club Ink

Regals members who have made their
passion for Mopar—permanent!
MOPAR
SPECIALIST

• Custom hand made diffs
• Diff modifications
• Chassis and race car modifications

• Custom axles and diff components supplied
• Brake modifications and conversions
• All types of custom machining

Contact Terry 0432 017 592

10% Discount for members of the Regals Mopar Car Club

(02) 8838 7111

A magnificent medley of Mopar ”m“s. These shoulders belong to (L to R) George Tatsis, Andrew Mede and Andrew “Pana”
Panagopoulis.
Do you have Mopar-related tattoo? If so, we’d love to see it! Send your photos to info@regals.com.au.

CLUB
CONTACTS

TREASURER
Andrew Mede
Ph: 0412 164 376
Email: andrewmede@optusnet.com.au

Events Photographer & Reporter
Gordon Kyd
Ph: 0401 585 905
Email: gskyd@pacific.net.au

PRESIDENT
Chris Mede
Ph: 0407 212 222
Email: info@regals.com.au

Public Officer
Chris Mede
Ph: 0407 212 222
Email: info@regals.com.au

Webmaster AND NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Bruce Rayne
Ph: 0401 671 400
Email: mail@branchus.com.au

VICE PRESIDENT
Simon Griffiths
Ph: 0425 350 002
Email: valiant770@optusnet.com.au

Plates Registrar
Raf Jelicich
Ph: 0431 485 741

SECRETARY
Michelle Griffiths
Ph: 0425 236 022
Email: valiant770@optusnet.com.au

Club Run Co-Ordinator
George Tatsis
Ph: 0410 006 710
Email: dart383@optusnet.com.au
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Specialising in the restoration & preservation of classic Chrysler cars & components

10%nt for

ou
Disc als Club
Reg mbers
Me

www.pentastarparts.com.au
Phone +61 2 9608 8888 • Fax +61 2 9608 8910
PO Box 70, Hoxton Park NSW 2171 • 1c / 7 Lyn Parade, Hoxton Park NSW 2171
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Mopar Only
Swap Meet #3

Sunday 21 September 2014
The Croatian Club Braca Radic • 79 South St, Schofields NSW
•
•
•
•

Sellers set up 7am–8am
• Regals vehicles on display
$10 entry fee for sellers
• NO non-Mopar merchandise
Gold coin donation entry fee for buyers
• NO general bric-a-brac
Drinks, BBQ breakfast and lunch available

F O R M O R E I N F O, C A L L G E O R G E O N 0 41 6 7 3 7 3 0 8
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